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Let your imagination run wild with the latest title from innovative knitter, Sachiyo Ishii. This charming book contains over 30 fun, simple
knitting patterns for a range of cute and cuddly toys. Create simple playthings such as animals, cars, trains, fairies and cupcakes, and then try
your hand at larger toy sets, including a castle under siege, an alien invasion, a prehistoric play-scene and a fairytale cottage complete with
magical characters! The book is suitable for knitters of all skill levels, and all the patterns require only small amounts of readily available yarn.
The book also contains a useful techniques section containing step-by-step instructions for the necessary techniques, including stuffing and
sewing up figures, creating knitted eyes and i-cords, and all the embroidery stitches needed to create the facial features and details.
In its new pocket-size format with a rubber-band closure, Rubber Band Engineer: All-Ballistic Pocket Edition is a fun-filled book of backyard
projects that's perfect for gifting. Shooting far, flying high, and delivering way more exciting results than expected are the goals of the gadgets
in Rubber Band Engineer: All-Ballistic Pocket Edition. Discover unexpected ways to turn common materials into crafty contraptions that range
from surprisingly simple to curiously complex. Through vivid color photos, you'll be guided to create slingshot rockets, unique catapults,
improvised darts, and a clever crossbow. Whether you build one or all 10 of these designs, you'll feel like an ingenious engineer when you're
through. Best of all, you don't need to be an experienced tinkerer to make any of the projects! All you need are household tools and materials,
such as paper clips, pencils, paint stirrers, and ice pop sticks. Oh, and rubber bands. Lots of rubber bands. Grab your glue gun, pull out your
pliers, track down your tape, and get started on the challenging, fun, and rewarding journey toward becoming a rubber band engineer.
Learn the identities of over 250 Southwest Indian Hopi kachina dolls made by contemporary Hopi artists and on the market today. They
represent spirits and dancers in Hopi ceremonies for rain, fertile crops, and the goodness of life. The descriptive text and over 500 color
photographs present Hopi and English names, artist identity, and current market value ranges.
Welcome to Stately Academy, a school which is just crawling with mysteries to be solved! The founder of the school left many clues and
puzzles to challenge his enterprising students. Using their wits and their growing prowess with coding, Hopper and her friend Eni are going to
solve the mystery of Stately Academy no matter what it takes! From graphic novel superstar (and high school computer programming
teacher) Gene Luen Yang comes Secret Coders, a wildly entertaining new series that combines logic puzzles and basic programming
instruction with a page-turning mystery plot!
This extraordinary construction kit contains eight different models to build yourself--from a delightful car with driver, to a pop-up monster, or a
plane with propeller. There are perforated construction sheets for each figure and additional material, including wooden sticks, rubber bands
and beads, and an extensive manual with detailed step-by-step illustrations. Even non-experts will be able to build these Paper Toys. The
colorful results will delight not only children. The models have been lovingly created and include ingenious mechanisms: when you push the
car, the driver and his luggage sway amusingly from side to side, caused by clever positioning of the rear axle. The doll moves gracefully at
the slightest breath of wind, and the clown's facial expression changes when you turn the wooden stick. Presented in a beautifully designed
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metal box, this is the perfect gift for all.
They are swift, silent, and deadly. That’s why armed guerrillas are feared by even the largest, best-equipped fighting forces. No tank, rocketpropelled grenade, or infantry battalion can match the guerrilla team’s ability to exact brutality with precision, instill fear in enemy hearts, and
viciously deflate morale. From the snows of Korea to the jungles of Southeast Asia to the mountains of Afghanistan, the U.S. Army has
employed guerrilla tactics to deadly effect. Those tactics and techniques, being used today by U.S. soldiers, are laid out in the U.S. Army
Guerrilla Warfare Handbook. Employing small, heavily-armed, and well-oiled fire teams, guerrilla warfare has played an invaluable role in the
success of nearly every U.S. campaign for decades. Here, its methods are detailed: raids and ambushes, demolition, counterintelligence,
mining and sniping, psychological warfare, communications, and much more. This is an inside look at the guerrilla strategies and weapons
that have come to be feared by enemies and respected by allies. Not another outside perspective or commentary on unconventional warfare,
this is the original—of use to soldiers in the field and to anyone with an interest in military tactics.
You don't have to be a genius to create these ingenious contraptions, you just need rubber bands, glue, paperclips, and Rubber Band
Engineer, of course. Shooting far, flying high, and delivering way more exciting results than expected are the goals of the gadgets in Rubber
Band Engineer. Discover unexpected ways to turn common materials into crafty contraptions that range from surprisingly simple to curiously
complex. In vivid color photos, you'll be guided on how to create slingshot rockets, unique catapults, and even hydraulic-powered machines.
Whether you build one or all 19 of these designs, you'll feel like an ingenious engineer when you're through. Best of all, you don't need to be
an experienced tinkerer to make any of the projects! All you need are household tools and materials, such as paper clips, pencils, paint
stirrers, and ice pop sticks. Grab your glue gun, pull out your pliers, track down your tape and paper clips, and get started on the challenging,
fun, and rewarding journey toward becoming a rubber band engineer.
This guide to making five kinetic, mechanical marvels combines basic mechanical principles with shaping and fitting components crafted from
timbers and manufactured boards. Perfect for beginners, this book acts as an introduction to basic motion and mechanisms such as cams,
cranks, levers, and linkages to generate motion and movement in a wheeled toy. It includes useful techniques, such as production aids for
wheel-making, and painting and finishing techniques.

Simple patterns for cuddly characters and cozy blankets! Snuggle up with a crochet comforter or play with a colorful
character—these amigurumi patterns are simple to stitch and super cute! Featuring unique crochet toy patterns including boy and
girl dolls, dog and cat, bear and bunny, zebra, reindeer, monkey, and more, this amazing collection will give you a wide range of
crochet toys and comfy blankets to create to delight the little ones in your life.
Fill the skies with your very own collection of colorful 3D dragons! This paper airplane book features a fabulous variety of dragonthemed paper planes—each with a unique form and flight characteristics. The full-color instructions provide step-by-step folding
instructions for each model and "dragon mastery tips" to help you coax the best performance from each airplane. Folding these fun
and challenging planes is a great activity for brain gymnastics! This book includes 12 exciting dragons, including: The Chinese
Dragon, a front-weighted dart that covers distance at an alarming rate! The Fighter Dragon, a fanciful dinosaur-cyborg warplane!
The Swoop Dragon, an aerobatic performer that can turn on you if you're not careful! The Flying Shark, a menacing glider that
patrols the skies in search of its prey! And many other impressive flying dragons! This paper airplane kit includes: 48 printable
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paper airplane folding sheets A 64 page full-color instruction book 12 original dragon-themed paper airplane designs **Winner of
Creative Child Magazine 2018 Book of the Year Award**
Kid Crafts introduces younger children to the magic of electronics through the softer side of circuits! Young explorers will learn
about electronics through sewing and craft projects aimed at maker parents and their children, elementary school teachers, and
kids' activity leaders. Each project introduces new skills and new components in a progressive series of projects that take learners
from the very basics to understanding how to use components such as sensors, transistors, and timers. The book is breezy, highly
illustrated, and fun for everyone!
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and
Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was
a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly.
Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend
for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with
deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve
out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
Making Simple Robots is based on one idea: Anybody can build a robot! That includes kids, school teachers, parents, and nonengineers. If you can knit, sew, or fold a flat piece of paper into a box, you can build a no-tech robotic part. If you can use a hot
glue gun, you can learn to solder basic electronics into a low-tech robot that reacts to its environment. And if you can figure out
how to use the apps on your smart phone, you can learn enough programming to communicate with a simple robot. Written in
language that non-engineers can understand, Making Simple Robots helps beginners move beyond basic craft skills and materials
to the latest products and tools being used by artists and inventors. Find out how to animate folded paper origami, design a
versatile robot wheel-leg for 3D printing, or program a rag doll to blink its cyborg eye. Each project includes step-by-step directions
as well as clear diagrams and photographs. And every chapter offers suggestions for modifying and expanding the projects, so
that you can return to the projects again and again as your skill set grows.
For kids who like to make cool things, The Zoom, Fly, Bolt, Blast STEAM Handbook, features fun and easy, step-by-step projects
to get young tinkerers making things they never thought possible! Make an automaton, a pneumatic machine, a suspension
bridge, a flexible hand, a crash-test car, even a (working) vacuum cleaner! The Zoom, Fly, Bolt, Blast STEAM Handbook gives
parents and kids ages 6 to 10 a selection of 18 engaging projects to build together. And when they're finished, they'll have
personalized creations that fly, race, and blast off! Each project includes clear and simple instruction, materials lists featuring items
that can be found at most common craft or hardware stores, as well as an introduction to the design thinking process. Readers are
encouraged to improve an existing design, troubleshoot things that aren't working, and add their own creative touches. This project
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book is the latest title by Rockport's creative-engineering rockstar, Lance Akiyama, (who you may remember from Rubber Band
Engineer, Duct Tape Engineer, and Launchers, Lobbers, and Rockets Engineer) and was made in cooperation with Galileo
Learning. Galileo Learning operates over 70 innovation camps in Chicagoland and California, where Lance proudly works as a
curriculum developer. Galileo's curriculum is rigorously developed by a small team of project-based learning experts, including
former classroom teachers, Stanford University grads, entrepreneurs, artists, and makers. Each project idea is created to support
Galileo's mission of developing innovators who envision and create a better world.
"A collection of two dozen easy-to-fold paper airplane designs (using no cutting or glue), as well as innovative theories of flight.
Includes the author's Guinness World Record-breaking airplane as well as 16 tear-out model planes"-'Cubicle farms are full of enemy combatants begging to be taken out.' WIRED Achieve clandestine ends practically and
inexpensively with Desk Wars - perfect for do-it-yourself spy enthusiasts. Follow fully illustrated step-by-step instructions to build
30 miniature secret weapons and surveillance tools from stationery, transforming common household items into uncommon
gadgets and sidearms. Assert dominion over the desktop with these cunning contraptions:
Create twelve dolls and over fifty garments and accessories to dress them in with this wonderful collection, featuring easy-to-follow
instructions. Make an adorable, knitted doll for the little person in your life. Children will love all twelve dolls in this knitting pattern
collection which has been designed to provide the perfect playmate. Each doll has their own personality and style—whether it’s
Faye with her cute bunny ear hast and cozy boots, or Jane with her chic beret and Breton top. There is a doll here to suit
everyone. The step-by-step instructions show you how to make the twelve individual dolls, but you could also mix and match the
outfits, hairstyles, and colors to create the perfect doll for you. My Knitted Doll is not for the absolute beginner knitter but will
appeal to knitters who do have a basic understanding of the craft. Having said that, the instructions are presented succinctly with
easy-to-follow diagrams, with charts for intarsia and other designs.
Create one-of-a-kind dolls in a primitive folk-art style for unique gifts and home décor. These primitive weathered and worn
character dolls will inspire you to make your own.
Bored in your office? Did your coworker just prank you and you’re wondering how to get him back? Is your boss constantly
stealing your paperclips and you don’t know how to keep his mitts away from your desk? Office Weapons gives you the complete
step-by-step instructions for thirty different daring office pranks. Check out these simple but effective weapons fashioned from
office materials and be prepared next time someone borrows your special stapler or leaves the copy machine jammed. Just a few
of the projects you’ll find inside: Office Booby Trap Simple Paper Clip Gun Office Sling Shot Arrows for Paper Clip Bow How to
Make Cool Nun Chucks with Office Supplies Office Stationery Darts Binder Clip Catapult Office Supplies Grappling Gun These
projects are made by the best in the business; the office workers who actually need them! They say necessity is the mother of
invention; leave it to the Instructables community to put that theory to the test!
Both Thomas Edison and Henry Ford started off as insatiably curious tinkerers. That curiosity led them to become inventors—with
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very different results. As Edison invented hit after commercial hit, gaining fame and fortune, Henry struggled to make a single
invention (an affordable car) work. Witnessing Thomas's glorious career from afar, a frustrated Henry wondered about the secret
to his success. This little-known story is a fresh, kid-friendly way to show how Thomas Edison and Henry Ford grew up to be the
most famous inventors in the world—and best friends, too.
Combining science, history, and DIY pyrotechnics, this book for the workbench warrior explains humankind’s most useful and
paradoxical tool: fire. William Gurstelle, author of the bestselling Backyard Ballistics, presents 25 projects with instructions,
diagrams, photos, and links to video demonstrations that enable people of all ages to explore and safely play with fire. From
Franklin’s stove to Diesel’s engine, explosive and fascinating tales are told of the great pyromaniacs who scientifically revealed
the mysteries of fire such as “Gunpowder” Joseph Priestly, who discovered oxygen; Antoine Lavoisier, the father of chemistry;
and Humphrey Davy, whose chemical discoveries and fiery inventions saved thousands of lives. By following the directions inside,
the curious can replicate these breakthrough scientists’ experiments and inventions from the simply fascinating one-candlepower
engine to the nearly magical fire piston and an incredible tornado of fire.
Make: High-Power Rockets is for all the science geeks who look at the moon and try to figure out where Neil Armstrong walked,
watch in awe as rockets lift off, and want to fly their own model rockets. Starting with an overview of mid- and high-power rocketry,
readers will start out making rockets with F and G engines, and move on up to H engines.
Rubber Band Engineer: All-Ballistic Pocket Edition is a fun-filled book of backyard projects that's perfect for gifting. Shooting far,
flying high, and delivering way more exciting results than expected are the goals of the gadgets in Rubber Band Engineer: AllBallistic Pocket Edition. Discover unexpected ways to turn common materials into crafty contraptions that range from surprisingly
simple to curiously complex. Through vivid color photos, you'll be guided to create slingshot rockets, unique catapults, improvised
darts, and a clever crossbow. Whether you build one or all 10 of these designs, you'll feel like an ingenious engineer when you're
through. Best of all, you don't need to be an experienced tinkerer to make any of the projects! All you need are household tools
and materials, such as paper clips, pencils, paint stirrers, and ice pop sticks. Oh, and rubber bands. Lots of rubber bands. Grab
your glue gun, pull out your pliers, track down your tape, and get started on the challenging, fun, and rewarding journey toward
becoming a rubber band engineer.
Calling all future Amelia Earharts and Chuck Yeagers—there's more than one way to get off the ground. Author and physics
teacher Bobby Mercer will show readers 35 easy-to-build and fun-to-fly contraptions that can be used indoors or out. Better still,
each of these rockets, gliders, boomerangs, launchers, and helicopters are constructed for little or no cost using recycled
materials. The Flying Machine Book will show readers how to turn rubber bands, paper clips, straws, plastic bottles, and index
cards into amazing, gravity-defying flyers. Learn how to turn a drinking straw, rubber band, and index card into a Straw Rocket, or
convert a paper towel tube into a Grape Bazooka. Empty water bottles can be transformed into Plastic Zippers and Bottle Rockets,
and ordinary paper can be cut and folded to make a Fingerrangs—a small boomerang—or a Maple Key Helicopter. Each project
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contains a material list and detailed step-by-step instructions with photos. Mercer also includes explanations of the science behind
each flyer, including concepts such as lift, thrust, and drag, the Bernoulli effect, and more. Readers can use this information to
modify and improve their flyers, or explain to their teachers why throwing a paper airplane is a mini science lesson. Bobby Mercer
has been sharing the fun of free flight for over two decades as a high school physics teacher. He is the author of several books
and lives with his family outside of Asheville, North Carolina.
Knitting small toys is an absorbing and addictive hobby and homemade teddies have a special charm all of their own. The Knitted Teddy Bear
has patterns to knit more than twelve gorgeous teddy bears, ranging in style and size. You will find traditional-style heirloom bears for serious
teddy afficionados; for children there are bears with their own wardrobe of clothes; and there are tiny teds for the miniature bear enthusiast.
The instructions are easy to follow and there are clear diagrams showing how to sew up, thread-joint, and create the perfect gift or heirloom.
You can build on the patterns given to create many other variations, including 'old' bears that have been loved and left in the attic, character
teddies and mascots. The Knitted Teddy Bear is perfect for teddy bear lovers and keen knitters of all skill-levels from the experienced to
relative beginners.
Hello Kitty Crochet is all about cute: the whimsical world of Hello Kitty and her Sanrio friends meets the Japanese art of amigurumi, or
crocheted dolls. With easy-to-make patterns for adorable characters and accessories, Hello Kitty Crochet allows you to make all your
favorites, new and old, from Badtz-Maru and My Melody to Pekkle, Purin, and Little Twin Stars. Whether you’re a seasoned crocheter or
have never picked up a hook, you’ll find helpful tips and how-tos for creating kawaii crafts. It’s the perfect way for crafters and cuteness
lovers alike to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Japan’s most famous kitty.
Originating from Instructables, a popular project-based community made up of all sorts of characters with wacky hobbies and a desire to pass
on their wisdom to others, Backyard Rockets is made up of projects from a medley of authors who have collected and shared a treasure trove
of rocket-launching plans and the knowledge to make their projects soar! Backyard Rockets gives step-by-step instructions, with pictures to
guide the way, on how to launch your very own project into the sky. All of these authors have labored over their endeavors to pass their
knowledge on and make it easier for others to attempt. Discover how to create the following projects: Teeny, Tiny Rocket Engine Ultimate
Straw Rocket Rocket Eggstronaut Pocket Rocket Launcher Iron Man Model Rocket Model Rocket with Camera Rocket-Powered Matchbox
Cars – Extreme And much more! The Instructables community has provided a compendium of rocket savvy from innovators who have paved
the way for other curious minds. In addition to rockets, fireworks, and launchers in Backyard Rockets, you will discover the sense of
accomplishment after watching your rocket soar into the sky!
Get Your Move On! In Making Things Move: DIY Mechanisms for Inventors, Hobbyists, and Artists, you'll learn how to successfully build
moving mechanisms through non-technical explanations, examples, and do-it-yourself projects--from kinetic art installations to creative toys
to energy-harvesting devices. Photographs, illustrations, screen shots, and images of 3D models are included for each project. This unique
resource emphasizes using off-the-shelf components, readily available materials, and accessible fabrication techniques. Simple projects give
you hands-on practice applying the skills covered in each chapter, and more complex projects at the end of the book incorporate topics from
multiple chapters. Turn your imaginative ideas into reality with help from this practical, inventive guide. Discover how to: Find and select
materials Fasten and join parts Measure force, friction, and torque Understand mechanical and electrical power, work, and energy Create and
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control motion Work with bearings, couplers, gears, screws, and springs Combine simple machines for work and fun Projects include: Rube
Goldberg breakfast machine Mousetrap powered car DIY motor with magnet wire Motor direction and speed control Designing and fabricating
spur gears Animated creations in paper An interactive rotating platform Small vertical axis wind turbine SADbot: the seasonally affected
drawing robot Make Great Stuff! TAB, an imprint of McGraw-Hill Professional, is a leading publisher of DIY technology books for makers,
hackers, and electronics hobbyists.
In this 6-12 months, another shift has occurred, babies aren't just randomly grasping any more, but they are using that grasp to do something
the object. They are making more and more purposeful movements, starting to get places, and starting to do things. This is one of my
personal favorite ages. These are approximate and will change slightly based on each individual child! Use this as a guide and not a strict
schedule. This is particularly true here, where your child's ability to sit independently might influence the time they are able to complete some
of these tasks. This book will gives you a general idea of the types of toyss a baby might interisted at this time. Enjoy!
Traces the history of Hopi kachina dolls as an art form, explains the role of Kachina dolls in Hopi culture, and profiles twenty-seven modern
kachina doll carvers
Create projects and projectiles that will fly, float, launch, or roll on their own power with Rubber Band Engineer! So many of the world's most
inventive minds, from Ben Franklin to Steve Jobs, were lifelong tinkerers. Their joy in the process is evident in the originality of their work.
Maybe that's why so many adults never lose their fondness for the inventive toys they made as kids -- tinkering was fun, and still is, so why
stop? Author and Engineer Lance Akiyama shows you how to create twenty-five gadgets of his own design. Most are propelled by rubber
bands, while some use levers or gravity for thrust. The combination of simplicity and creativity while using ordinary objects makes these
projects so extraordinary! With a wide range of project types, this book takes you beyond the basic rubber band launcher. Let your
imagination fly and create the rubber band project of your dreams! Follow the step-by-step guide with suggestions for alternative designs,
materials, and third party resources for parts such as propellers and wheels. The possibilities are endless! Rubber Band Engineer is packed
with full-color illustrations and will make the perfect gift for any kid or kid at heart.
In Duct Tape Engineer, hands-on educator, master tinkerer, and author of Rubber Band Engineer, Lance Akiyama will show you how to
design, sculpt, and build backpacks, kayaks, catapults, and queen-size beds out of duct tape in your own backyard. These fourteen projects
are designed to be long-lasting as well as fun, and include advice on solid construction techniques and even weather proofing. Packed with
full-color illustrations and easy to follow instructions, Duct Tape Engineer will make the perfect gift for any kid or kid at heart.
Combining fun and interactive activities, this guide will have kids captivated for hours constructing fantastic racing cars with the basics of only
rubber bands, cardboard, and glue. These simple instructions with templates allow budding engineers to gain hands-on experience as they
learn not only how to build a basic racer, but how to make modifications such as aluminum foil axle bearings, steering mechanisms, hinges,
cam shafts, and wheels made out of old CDs. This helpful resource has step-by-step instructions for making a basic rubber-band model, a
railroad push-car, and a high-speed racer. Other unique projects include Oscar the Laughing Clown, which has a jaw mechanism that opens
and closes when it moves, and Spot the Dog, which has a moving tail. Children can even learn how to build a rubber band car big enough for
a human. Exploring wheels, bearings, and friction, kids will learn not only how to make speedy racers but also the science that makes the
process work.
Build a bunkbed in the morning and a super soaker in the afternoon, with PVC and Pipe Engineer. Make a chandelier, a wine rack, a bike
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trailer and more.
“Beautiful designs . . . children will love the whimsical results.” —Publishers Weekly Learn to make an adorable collection of knitted animal
toys with these new patterns by the author of My Knitted Doll, Louise Crowther. Louise brings her unique style of coordinated knitwear with
cute colorwork details to this new collection of toy animal knitting patterns. There are a total of twelve knitted animals—each with their own
unique personality and style. The animals all have the same basic body, with a few color variations and tail additions, so the clothes can be
mixed and matched between them to create endless outfit possibilities. Choose your favorite animals and outfits and have fun making the
perfect gift for friends and family.
Sixty exciting paper weaving projects to try-perfect for every crafter, whether you're an experienced paper crafter or just starting out!
These endearing little emissaries personify and spread the spirit of the diverse native people from across North America and into the arctic
reaches of Canada. Whether made for childrens' play or as tourists' souvenirs, their colorful dress, ornamentation, and materials are enjoyed
by doll collectors and Indian buffs alike. Here more than a hundred different dolls are grouped according to their geographical origins,
including Iroquios, Seminole, Cheyenne, Navajo, and Eskimo Indian dolls, shown along with early photographs of the people and places they
represent. Also, Skookum dolls, which were made as commercial items, are presented. Together, the dolls make an inspiring group and
display the diversity of mankind. Value references are provided for some of the dolls.
If you have been looking for a book that will help you learn how to draw color then you have found the right book. This book is amazing for
kids and adults. It is the best way to have fun together and at the same time to learn about the easier ways to draw. Is it hard for you to get
your child's attention to draw and color? Have you tried everything? Have you bought even expensive sets and still nothing? It is not about
the type of colors and pencils he will use. It is about the simplicity of the lesson. It needs to be fun and at the same time easy to follow. That is
why the drawings in this book are accepted and loved by many children in the world. Actually, adults love them too. Every single step is
shown for each drawing, even for the smallest one. But also many drawing use just simple shapes that when put together make wonderful
art. Art skills are important for every child. It helps in shaping his imagination, helps with motor skills and coordination. It is fun too.
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